Seed-layer-free atomic layer deposition of highly uniform Al₂O₃ thin films onto monolayer epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide
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Abstract

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is the method of choice to obtain uniform insulating films on graphene for device applications. Owing to the lack of out-of-plane bonds in the sp² lattice of graphene, nucleation of ALD layers is typically promoted by functionalization treatments or pre-deposition of a seed-layer, which, in turn, can adversely affect graphene electrical
properties. Hence, ALD of dielectrics on graphene without pre-functionalization and seed-layers would be highly desirable. In this work, uniform Al₂O₃ films were obtained by seed-layer-free thermal ALD at 250 °C on highly homogeneous monolayer (1L) epitaxial graphene (EG) (>98% 1L coverage) grown under optimized high temperature conditions on on-axis 4H-SiC(0001). The enhanced nucleation behavior on 1L graphene is not related to the SiC substrate, but it is peculiar of the EG/SiC interface. Ab-initio DFT calculations showed an enhanced adsorption energy for water molecules on highly n-type doped 1L graphene, indicating the high doping of EG induced by the underlying buffer layer as the origin of the excellent Al₂O₃ nucleation. Nanoscale current mapping by conductive atomic force microscopy showed excellent insulating properties of the Al₂O₃ thin films on 1L EG, with a breakdown field >8 MV/cm. These results will have important impact in graphene device technology.

Introduction

The deposition of uniform and high quality ultrathin insulators onto graphene represents a key requirement for the fabrication of field effect transistors,\(^\text{[1,2]}\) sensors,\(^\text{[3]}\) as well as novel ultra-high-frequency devices\(^\text{[4,5,6]}\) based on this widely investigated two-dimensional (2D) material. Among the different physical and chemical deposition techniques available to date, atomic layer deposition (ALD) is the most promising one to achieve uniform and conformal insulators with sub-nanometer thickness control, thanks to its layer-by-layer growth mechanism.\(^\text{[7]}\) However, in the case of graphene, the lack of out-of-plane bonds or surface groups in the \(sp^2\) lattice typically represents the principal drawback to the starting of ALD growth. Hence, the most common approaches to enable uniform ALD on graphene consist of the creation of functional groups directly on the graphene itself or the deposition of a seed-layer on the graphene surface.\(^\text{[8]}\)

Direct functionalization of graphene has been obtained by exposure to plasma or reactive gases,\(^\text{[9,10]}\) performed either ex-situ or inside the ALD chamber, or using wet-chemical treatments or
dipping the graphene in $H_2O$ before processing.\(^{[11]}\) In most of the cases, plasma or reactive gas treatments convert part of the $sp^2$ bonds to out-of-plane $sp^3$ bonds, allowing the attachment of functional groups on graphene. On the other hand, the disruption of the $sp^2$ backbone of graphene results in the deterioration of its electrical properties, such as the electron mean free path and carrier mobility.

The seeding layer methods proposed so far include coating graphene with polymer thin films or self-assembled monolayers (SAMs),\(^{[12]}\) the physical deposition of thin metal films subsequently oxidized in air\(^{[13,14]}\) or the direct deposition of metal-oxide layers.\(^{[15]}\) In most of the cases, these seed layers are deposited ex-situ, i.e. outside the ALD chamber. In-situ growth of metal-oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$, HfO$_2$) seed-like layers by low-temperature water-assisted ALD has been also recently explored.\(^{[16,17,18]}\) Although the use of seed-layers does not significantly affect the $sp^2$ structure of graphene, the final seed-layer/insulator stack typically exhibits an increased equivalent oxide thickness with respect to a dielectric film deposited by pure thermal ALD. Furthermore, the presence of electrically active defects at the interface between graphene and the seed-layer can be responsible of charge trapping effects commonly observed in graphene devices.\(^{[18]}\)

From the discussion above, it is clear that ALD of dielectrics on graphene without pre-functionalization and seed-layers would be highly desirable. Previous investigations focused on thermal ALD on the pristine (i.e. untreated and seed-layer-free) graphene surface\(^{[19,20,21,22]}\) showed that the uniformity of the deposited films can be tailored, to some extent, by properly tuning the deposition parameters, especially the temperature and the precursors residence time.\(^{[22]}\) More interestingly, for similar deposition conditions, the quality of the deposited films strongly depends on the kind of graphene used, i.e. on the graphene synthesis method, the growth substrate, and eventual transfer processes from the native substrate to foreign ones.

As an example, in the case of high quality graphene flakes mechanically exfoliated from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), ALD growth was found to occur preferentially at the edges.
of the flakes.\textsuperscript{19} In the case of polycrystalline graphene grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on catalytic metals (Cu or Ni) and transferred to insulating substrates (such as SiO\textsubscript{2}), material deposition during ALD typically occurs at the grain boundaries of graphene domains and at nanoscale corrugations (wrinkles) of the graphene membrane\textsuperscript{23} where the enhanced reactivity is ascribed to the local strain of C-C bonds.\textsuperscript{24,25} Furthermore, the transfer process typically leaves polymeric residues on the graphene surface, which can help in promoting the ALD nucleation. Interestingly, uniform deposition of Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} thin films by standard ALD with H\textsubscript{2}O and Trimethylaluminum (TMA) precursors has been demonstrated on monolayer CVD graphene when it was residing on the native metal substrate (Cu or Ni-Au), whereas non-uniform growth was observed for multilayer graphene on the same substrates.\textsuperscript{26} The enhanced nucleation in the case of monolayer graphene on the native metallic substrate was explained by the presence of polar traps at the interface with the metal, which allows an increased adsorption of water molecules onto graphene during the ALD process using H\textsubscript{2}O as co-reactant. The strength of the electrostatic interaction with interface polar traps is obviously reduced in the case of multilayer graphene, thus resulting in an inhomogeneous Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} coverage.\textsuperscript{26} These results showed how the graphene/substrate interaction and graphene thickness can play a crucial role on the ALD nucleation uniformity. At the same time, they suggest a route towards seed-layer-free ALD on pristine graphene, by taking advantage of this interaction.

Epitaxial graphene (EG) grown by thermal decomposition of SiC (0001)\textsuperscript{27,28,29} is another graphene-based material system especially relevant for high-end applications, such as metrology, sensing, and high frequency transistors.\textsuperscript{1,30,31} Contrary to the case of CVD grown graphene on metals, EG can be readily used for most of these applications, without need of transfer procedures responsible of contaminations and damages. Furthermore, EG exhibits a precise single crystalline alignment with the SiC substrate, due to the specific growth mechanism, mediated by the formation of an interfacial carbon layer (the so-called buffer layer) with partial sp\textsuperscript{3} hybridization with the Si face.\textsuperscript{32,33} This peculiar interface structure makes EG
compressively strained, and the electrostatic interaction with the dangling bonds at the buffer layer/SiC interface is responsible for a high n-type doping ($10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$) of the overlying graphene. $^{[34]}$ One of the main challenges in EG growth is achieving uniform monolayer (1L) graphene coverage on the entire surface. As a matter of fact, EG thickness uniformity depends on the Si sublimation conditions (temperature, pressure) and on the substrate morphology, in particular the miscut angle, with better uniformity achieved for low miscut angle SiC. EG grown under typical conditions (T=1650°C, P=900 mbar) on “nominally” on-axis SiC(0001) is commonly composed by monolayer domains on the planar (0001) SiC terraces, separated by long and narrow bilayer (2L) or tri-layer (3L) graphene stripes at SiC step edges. $^{[29]}$ Such steps are inherent of SiC due to its crystal structure, and the preferential formation of 2L and 3L graphene at their edges is related to the enhanced Si-desorption from these locations due to the weaker bonding in the SiC matrix.

ALD of thin insulators (like Al$_2$O$_3$ or HfO$_2$) on such pristine EG samples typically resulted in a non-uniform coverage,$^{[35,36]}$ with poor or no oxide nucleation in the vicinity of the step edges, corresponding to 2L or 3L EG regions.$^{[35]}$ However, the mechanisms of the different nucleation behaviour between monolayer and bilayer areas are still unclear. Furthermore, approaches to improve the nucleation uniformity in EG need to be explored.

In the present paper, highly homogeneous EG samples (with >98% 1L coverage and the remaining ~2% 2L regions confined in small patches) were grown under optimized high temperature conditions on on-axis 4H-SiC. Uniform and conformal (pinhole-free) Al$_2$O$_3$ films were obtained on these samples by thermal ALD without any seeding layer or pre-functionalization, except for the small 2L areas. Highly inhomogeneous Al$_2$O$_3$ coverage was, instead, obtained under identical ALD conditions on monolayer graphene transferred to 4H-SiC(0001), thus demonstrating that the unusual graphene reactivity is not related to the SiC substrate, but it is peculiar of the EG/SiC interface. Ab-initio DFT calculations showed an enhanced adsorption energy for water molecules on monolayer graphene with increasing n-type
doping, indicating the high doping of EG induced by the underlying buffer layer as the origin of the excellent Al₂O₃ nucleation. Nanoscale resolution current mapping by conductive atomic force microscopy (CAFM) showed excellent insulating properties of the Al₂O₃ thin films on monolayer EG.

2 Results and discussion

The EG samples used for these experiments were obtained by thermal decomposition of nominally on-axis 4H-SiC (0001) at a temperature of 2000 °C in inert gas (Ar) at atmospheric pressure using a RF heated sublimation reactor. By using specific well-controlled growth conditions (temperature distribution in the growth cell, temperature ramping up and base pressure) very uniform monolayer EG coverage on most of the SiC surface was obtained. This can be easily deduced from reflectance mapping of the samples surface, which is a straightforward method to evaluate the number of layers distribution on large area EG samples by comparing the graphene thickness dependent reflected power with that of a bare 4H-SiC substrate. A representative reflectance map of as-grown EG collected on a 30 μm ×30 μm sample area is reported in Figure 1(a). Here the small yellow patches, corresponding to 2L graphene regions, cover only 1.3% surface and are surrounded by 1L graphene background on the 98.7% the area. By analysis of many reflectance images taken on several sample positions, a 1L graphene coverage >98.5% was estimated. A representative AFM morphology and the corresponding phase map on a 30 μm ×30 μm sample area are also reported in Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c), respectively. The morphological image shows the typical stepped surface of 4H-SiC (0001) resulting from the step bunching phenomenon occurring during high temperature annealing. The variable contrast in the phase image originates from the different electrostatic force gradients experienced by the oscillating AFM tip at different surface positions; hence, it can provide information on the variation in the number of graphene layers at different positions. In particular, the small elongated patches with higher phase contrast in Figure 1(c)
correspond to the 2L regions in the reflectance maps in Figure 1(a). The histogram of phase values extracted from the phase map is shown in Figure 1(d), which exhibits a main peak at lower phases (associated to 1L graphene covered region) and a small shoulder at higher phases (associated to the 2L graphene patches). By integration of the counts under the two peaks, 1L coverage of 99% and 2L coverage of 1% of the surface area was deduced, which is consistent with the percentages evaluated from reflectance maps. Finally, Figure 1(e) and Figure 1(f) show a higher resolution AFM morphology and a height line profile in a region including a 2L patch. The ~1.3 nm and ~1.1 nm step heights in the line profile are associated to the SiC substrate steps, whereas the ~0.4 nm step is the typical step height at the boundary between the 2L region and the 1L one in the EG. [29]

These highly uniform EG samples were employed, without any pre-functionalization and seeding layer pre-deposition, as substrates for thermal ALD of Al₂O₃ thin films at a temperature of 250 °C, using TMA and H₂O as the Al source and co-reactant, respectively. Figure 2 reports a complete structural and morphological characterization of an Al₂O₃ film obtained after 190 deposition cycles. A nominal film thickness of 15 nm was expected for this number of ALD cycles, according to the 0.08 nm/cycle deposition rate previously evaluated on reference silicon substrates.[40,41] Figure 2(a) shows a high resolution cross-sectional TEM image of the deposited Al₂O₃ film on EG/4H-SiC(0001). The monolayer EG plus the underlying buffer layer can be clearly identified at the interface between Al₂O₃ and SiC. The measured Al₂O₃ thickness is 12 nm, i.e. thinner than the nominal one, which can be ascribed to a lower growth rate of Al₂O₃ on the graphene surface probably in the early stages of the deposition process. The amorphous Al₂O₃ layer shows uniform contrast in all its thickness, indicating a uniform density of the material for this seed-layer-free ALD deposition. The appearance of nanocrystalline features at the interface with graphene and at the Al₂O₃ surface represent an artifact of the TEM measurement, i.e. the crystallization of amorphous Al₂O₃ under the electron beam irradiation. Such a phenomenon has been reported by different authors, [42] and the crystallization rate was
found to depend on the beam current. Although we tried to use a wide and spread e-beam for TEM imaging, crystallization of Al$_2$O$_3$ started to occur at the interfaces. Finally, the polycrystalline stripe on the top of the layer is a Pt shielding cover deposited before FIB (Focused Ion Beam) thinning of the TEM lamella. In order to evaluate the morphological homogeneity of the deposited Al$_2$O$_3$, large area scans have been carried out in different sample positions. Figure 2(b) shows a representative morphological image on a 20 $\mu$m $\times$20 $\mu$m scan area. The Al$_2$O$_3$ film is conformal with the topography of the EG/4H-SiC surface (see, for comparison, Figure 1(b)), except for some small depressions showing the same elongated shape of the 2L graphene patches. Figure 2(c) shows the resulting histogram of height values, where the small depression can be associated to the asymmetric tail at lower heights. The sum of the counts in this region of the distribution corresponds to ~1.2% of the total area, in agreement with the typical percentage of bilayer regions present in EG. A higher resolution AFM morphology of a region at the boundary with one of these small patches is reported in Figure 2(d). A very compact Al$_2$O$_3$ film with small grains can be observed on top of 1L Gr, whereas a less compact film with larger grains separated by small depressions (down to 2 nm) is found on the 2L graphene region (see the linescan in Figure 2(e)).

Besides the 12 nm thick Al$_2$O$_3$ film, obtained after 190 deposition cycles, thinner films have been also grown on EG under the same conditions, using a reduced number of cycles. In the Supporting Information a representative AFM image of Al$_2$O$_3$ obtained with 80 deposition cycles has been reported, showing a very similar morphology to that of the thicker film in Figure 2(d).

In order to evaluate the changes eventually induced by the thermal ALD process at 250°C on the structural quality and doping/strain of underlying EG, Raman spectroscopy measurements were carried out both on the virgin EG sample and after the Al$_2$O$_3$ deposition. Two representative Raman spectra for the two cases are reported in Figure 3, after normalization and subtraction of the SiC substrate signal (see Supporting Information). The characteristic G
and 2D peaks of graphene have been fitted with single Lorentzian functions. The values of the FWHM for the 2D peaks in these representative spectra are consistent with the 1L nature of epitaxial graphene. [43] The small changes in the positions of the G and 2D peaks after the Al₂O₃ deposition indicate that the ALD process does not significantly affect the doping and strain of the EG. The features in the 1200 – 1500 cm⁻¹ range are related, in part, to the buffer layer at the interface between EG and the silicon face of the SiC substrate. These are overlapped to the defects-related D peak spectral region of graphene, making it difficult to evaluate eventual changes in the defectivity induced by the ALD process. However, Raman spectra measured on graphene transferred onto 4H-SiC, where buffer layer features are absent, clearly show that no defects are introduced by the ALD process, as it will be discussed later in this paper.

It is worth emphasizing that, to the best of our knowledge, such highly uniform Al₂O₃ coverage of graphene by a seeding-layer free thermal ALD at a standard deposition temperature of 250 °C has not been previously reported in the literature. Here, we ascribe the uniformity of the deposited Al₂O₃ to the excellent monolayer graphene homogeneity of these EG samples. To support this idea, we carried out seed-layer free thermal ALD of Al₂O₃ under identical conditions on a different EG sample, obtained by high temperature decomposition of a 4H-SiC(0001) substrate with 4°-off miscut angle. Differently from on-axis SiC(0001), uniform monolayer graphene coverage cannot be typically achieved on off-axis substrates, due to the higher density of steps (nucleation sites for EG) resulting in a fast growth kinetics. In most of the cases, multilayer graphene formation is reported in the literature. [39] Under optimized conditions, we obtained a mixed coverage with 1L and 2L graphene on most of the SiC surface. A representative reflectance map collected on as-grown EG on the 4°-off SiC substrate is reported in Figure 4(a), from which nearly equal percentages of 1L (~43.4%) and 2L (~43%) graphene was deduced. In addition, ~10.3% of 0L (i.e. the carbon buffer layer) and ~3.3% of 3L coverage could be estimated. Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c) show typical AFM morphology and phase contrast maps of this sample. As compared to EG on on-axis SiC, a significantly
higher surface roughness can be observed, due to the strong step bunching effect occurring during the high temperature treatment for graphene formation. More interestingly, the phase contrast variation in Figure 4(c) is fully consistent with the inhomogeneous graphene thickness distribution shown by the reflectance map (Figure 4(a)).

Two typical AFM morphologies (at different magnifications) of the Al₂O₃ deposited on this EG sample are reported in Figure 4(d) and Figure 4(e). In this case, regions covered by a continuous Al₂O₃ film coexist with partially or totally uncovered regions in a micrometer scale area. Figure 4(f) shows a height linescan extracted along the dashed line indicated in Figure 4(e). From Figure 4(d) and Figure 4(e), it is evident that the Al₂O₃ uncovered or partially covered regions follow the elongated pattern of SiC steps, similarly to the reflectance and phase maps in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(c). This is a very different scenario with respect to the one observed for highly uniform monolayer EG in Figure 2. Notably, the inhomogeneous Al₂O₃ deposition obtained on such a sample with varying EG thickness resembles the typical results reported in the literature for seed-layer free ALD on EG. [35]

The results shown so far would lead to the conclusion that a highly homogeneous Al₂O₃ coverage can be achieved by seed-layer-free ALD on laterally uniform epitaxial graphene on 4H-SiC(0001), whereas the presence of 2L or 3L regions give rise to a locally inhomogeneous deposition. In the following, the physical/chemical mechanism responsible of such different nucleation/growth behaviour will be explored.

Firstly, we would like to clarify the role played by the 4H-SiC substrate and by the peculiar interface between graphene and SiC, i.e. the presence of the carbon buffer layer, in the EG system. To this aim, a single layer of graphene grown by CVD on copper was transferred to the surface of a virgin 4H-SiC(0001) sample. A highly homogeneous monolayer graphene coverage of SiC is obtained by an optimized transfer procedure. [44] However, the resulting transferred graphene (TG) on SiC is very different from monolayer EG on SiC, due to the lack of the C buffer layer and of any epitaxial orientation with respect to the substrate.
Figure 5(a) reports an AFM morphology of Al₂O₃ with nominal 15 nm thickness deposited onto TG on SiC using identical ALD growth conditions as those employed for the EG samples. An inhomogeneous nucleation, giving rise to 3D Al₂O₃ islands growth can be deduced from this image and from the representative linescan in Figure 5(b). The histogram of the height values extracted from Figure 5(a) is reported in Figure 5(c). This distribution exhibits two very distinct peaks, corresponding to the uncovered and Al₂O₃-covered graphene areas. The scenario illustrated by Figure 5(a) is the typical one observed in the case of seed-layer free ALD growth onto monolayer graphene transferred to other substrates, like SiO₂.²⁶

Figure 6 shows the comparison of two representative Raman spectra of monolayer EG and of TG onto 4H-SiC(0001), after ALD of Al₂O₃. Both spectra have been, first, normalized to the intensity of the SiC substrate signal and, therefore, subtracted for the spectral features of SiC (see Supporting Information). The EG Raman spectra exhibit a blue-shift of the G and 2D peaks positions and much lower $I_{2D}/I_G$ intensity ratio with respect to the case of transferred graphene. The FWHM of these two characteristic peaks, obtained by single Lorentzian fit, are also reported in Figure 6. The low $I_{2D}/I_G$ ratio for EG can be ascribed to the high n-type doping of EG induced by the interfacial buffer layer.³⁴,⁴⁵ Furthermore, the very large blue shift of the 2D peak in the case of EG is due to the compressive strain of this material, due to the stronger coupling with the substrate via the buffer layer.³² A correlation analysis of the 2D and G peaks positions (see Supporting Information) allowed to estimate an n-type doping of $1.1 \times 10^{13}$ cm⁻² and a compressive strain $\varepsilon = -0.37\%$ of EG on SiC with thermal Al₂O₃ on top. A smaller compressive strain $\varepsilon = -0.07\%$ and a p-type doping $\sim 5 \times 10^{12}$ cm⁻² was evaluated for the TG with non-uniform Al₂O₃ coating. The spectral features between $\sim 1250$ and $\sim 1600$ cm⁻¹ in the EG spectrum, associated with the underlying buffer layer, are obviously absent in the Raman spectrum of TG. It is worth noting that the absence of a D peak at $\sim 1300$ cm⁻¹ in the spectrum
of TG, with deposited Al₂O₃ on top, confirms that no damage is produced in graphene by the thermal ALD at 250°C.

The morphological and Raman data in Figure 5 and Figure 6 demonstrate that the uniform and conformal Al₂O₃ deposition achieved on monolayer EG is not related to the SiC substrate itself, but to the peculiar properties of the interface between the EG and SiC, i.e. the presence of the buffer layer, which is responsible of a high n-type doping and strain of EG. Several recent literature works reported on the enhanced reactivity of graphene to chemical species, like diazonium molecules or metal ions, when subjecting the graphene membrane to significant mechanical strain (up to 15 %) \(^{[48]}\) or doping (e.g. by field effect using a back-gate).\(^{[49]}\)

Furthermore, it has been recently demonstrated how the contact angle of water droplets on the graphene surface can be changed by field-effect modulation of the doping.\(^{[50]}\) These studies have been mainly carried out with CVD grown graphene transferred onto flexible substrates for studies on the effects of strain,\(^{[48]}\) and on a SiO₂/Si backgate for studies on the effects of doping.\(^{[49]}\) Recently, Giusca et al. reported on the impact of graphene layer thickness for water affinity to EG, with an enhanced water adsorption on 1L regions as compared to 2L ones, that was justified in terms of the different electronic structure between 1L and 2L of graphene.\(^{[51]}\)

Based on these recent literature reports, our experimental findings on the optimal ALD growth of Al₂O₃ onto uniform monolayer EG samples can be mainly explained in terms of the enhanced physisorption of the water precursor, originating from the high electrostatic doping of EG induced by the buffer layer/SiC dangling bonds. This explanation is also consistent with the poorer Al₂O₃ nucleation on the 2L EG patches, since it is known that 2L EG experiences a reduced doping from the buffer layer.\(^{[43]}\)

To get further insight on the doping-related enhancement of water affinity to monolayer graphene, we performed ab-initio DFT calculation of the adsorption energy of water molecules on an ideal free-standing graphene layer, by changing the Fermi level position with respect to the Dirac point \(E_F-E_D\), from 0 (neutral graphene) to 0.45 eV, corresponding to a graphene n-
type doping close to the value for monolayer EG on SiC, i.e., \( n = q^2(\varepsilon_F - \varepsilon_D)^2/\pi \hbar^2 v_F^2 = 1.5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-2} \) (\( q \) being the electron charge, \( \hbar \) the reduced Planck’s constant, and \( v_F = 1 \times 10^6 \text{ m/s} \) the electron Fermi velocity in monolayer graphene). As shown in Figure 7, the water adsorption energy increases from \( \sim 127 \) to \( \sim 210 \text{ meV} \) with increasing the n-type doping in this range. We also carried out DFT calculations of the adsorption energy of the TMA molecule on a graphene surface as a function of the Fermi level of graphene. However, the increasing trend of adsorption energy with doping, previously observed in the case of the water molecule, was not verified for the adsorption of TMA on graphene. This indicates that, in the ALD process, doping is beneficial only for the wettability of the graphene surface by water. Since molecules physisorption on a surface is a thermally activated phenomenon, the time of residence of a water molecule on graphene at a temperature \( T \) depends exponentially on the adsorption energy \( E_a \) as \( \tau \sim \exp(E_a/k_B T) \), \( k_B \) being the Boltzmann constant. Hence, for the typical temperature of the ALD process \( (T=250 \degree \text{C}) \), the enhanced adsorption energy of water on the highly n-type doped graphene translates into \( \sim 6 \) times increase of the residence time with respect to the case of intrinsic graphene. This longer residence time of physisorbed water molecules provides a larger number of reactive sites for \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) formation during subsequent pulses of the Al precursor.

After assessing the morphological uniformity of the deposited \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) films on our monolayer EG samples, the electrical quality of these insulating layers was also evaluated by conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) for current mapping and local I-V analyses. \cite{18,52,53}

Figure 8(a) illustrates the experimental setup for C-AFM measurements on the \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) thin films on EG. In this configuration, current transport across the insulating layers is probed with nanoscale lateral resolution. A morphology map of the scanned area is reported in Figure 8(b), which includes both uniform \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) on 1L EG and \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) on a 2L EG patch. Figures 8(c)-(e) show current maps collected on this area with increasing positive values of the tip bias with respect to EG, i.e. \( V_{\text{tip}} = 3 \text{ V} \) (c), 6 V(d) and 9 V(e). While uniform low current values are
detected in all the considered bias range through the 12 nm Al₂O₃ film onto 1L EG, the onset of high current spots is observed in the 2L EG region at a tip bias of 6V (see Figure 8(d)). These current leakage spots expand within the 2L EG region when \( V_{\text{tip}} \) is further increased to 9 V (Figure 8(e)).

Figure 8(f) illustrates two representative local current-voltage characteristics collected by the C-AFM probe on Al₂O₃ in the 1L and 2L EG regions. While current smoothly increases with the bias for Al₂O₃ on 1L EG, an abrupt rise of current is observed for \( V_{\text{tip}}>6\text{V} \) in the case of Al₂O₃ on 2L EG. This locally enhanced conduction in the 2L EG area can be justified by the less compact Al₂O₃ structure and the lower average thickness detected in these regions. By adopting a simplified planar capacitor model for the tip/Al₂O₃/EG system, a breakdown field >8 MV/cm can be estimated for the 12 nm Al₂O₃ on 1L EG. The high leakage current spots observed in the 2L EG regions indicate premature breakdown events, with a breakdown field of ~6 MV/cm estimated for an average Al₂O₃ thickness of ~10 nm in these regions.

Current mapping and local I-V characteristics measured by C-AFM have the advantage of providing spatially resolved information on the conduction properties of the deposited Al₂O₃ insulator on 1L and 2L EG regions. Of course, when fabricating macroscopic contacts with several \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) areas, the 2L regions, even with a very low areal density, will represent the weaker points for device reliability. This suggest that further efforts must be dedicated to improve the EG thickness homogeneity, up to 100% 1L coverage.

3 Conclusions

In conclusion, uniform and conformal Al₂O₃ films were obtained by seed-layer-free thermal ALD on highly homogeneous monolayer EG grown under optimized high temperature conditions on on-axis 4H-SiC(0001). The enhanced nucleation behavior on 1L graphene is not
related to the SiC substrate, but it is peculiar of the EG/SiC interface. Ab-initio DFT calculations showed an enhanced adsorption energy for water molecules on highly n-type doped monolayer graphene, indicating the high doping of EG induced by the underlying buffer layer as the origin of the excellent Al₂O₃ nucleation. Nanoscale resolution current mapping by C-AFM showed highly uniform insulating properties of the Al₂O₃ thin films, with a breakdown field >8 MV/cm on monolayer EG. These results are expected to have important implications in epitaxial graphene device technology.

4 Experimental section

Materials preparation. The Al₂O₃ films were deposited by a thermal ALD process, using a PE-ALD LL SENTECH Instruments GmbH reactor. Trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water (H₂O) were used as aluminum and oxygen precursors, respectively. Both were delivered to the reactor chamber by nitrogen (N₂), as carrier gas, with a flow rate of 80 sccm. During the ALD cycle, pulse periods of 20 ms, for TMA and H₂O, were used coupled with a purging pulse of N₂ for 2 s, to remove unreacted precursors and to clean the deposition chamber. According to the nominal growth rate of 0.8 Å/cycle, a number cycles of 190 was used in order to deposit a Al₂O₃ thickness of ~15 nm. All depositions were carried out at the deposition temperature of 250°C and the pressure value of 10 Pa.

The ALD depositions of Al₂O₃ were carried out both on epitaxial graphene (EG) and transferred graphene (TG) on SiC. EG was grown both on “nominally” on-axis and 4° off-axis 4H-SiC (0001) by thermal decomposition at high temperature (2000 °C) in Ar ambient at atmospheric pressure using an inductively heated reactor. Thickness uniformity of the as-grown EG was evaluated by reflectance mapping using setup consisting of a modified micro-Raman spectrometer, as illustrated in Ref. [37]. The number of layers was calculated by comparison of reflectance values measured on bare 4H-SiC with those on SiC coated with 0L, 1L and 2L graphene.
Single layer graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on copper was also transferred to 4H-SiC (0001), with the transfer process consisting of the following steps: PMMA coating as support layer, chemical etching of copper with a solution of ammonium persulfate (APS), and graphene transfer printing to the SiC surface. Before graphene transfer, the native SiO$_2$ present on SiC surface was removed by a dip in HF. Furthermore, careful cleaning of the graphene surface by acetone and isopropanol was carried out after the transfer, in order to remove PMMA residuals.

*Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements* were carried out employing a D3100 microscope with Nanoscope V controller. Tapping mode morphology and phase images were acquired using Si tips with 5 nm curvature radius. Local current-voltage measurements and nanoscale current map were acquired by conductive atomic force microscopy (CAFM) using Pt-coated Si tips with 10 nm curvature radius.

*Raman spectroscopy analyses* were carried out using a Bruker SENTERRA spectrometer equipped with a confocal microscopy system and a 532 nm (2.33 eV) excitation laser at power lower than 5 mW. The best spectral resolution was equal to 9 cm$^{-1}$ and a data pitch equal to 0.5 cm$^{-1}$ was employed. After the acquisition, to evaluate the graphene Raman bands shift, the spectra were aligned to the Silicon band, which is located at 520.7 cm$^{-1}$.

*High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) analyses* were carried out on FIB prepared cross-sectional samples to evaluate the thickness, structural and interfacial properties of Al$_2$O$_3$ layer on epitaxial graphene/SiC, using an FEI THEMIS 200 aberration corrected microscope transmission electron microscope.

*DFT calculations.* The Density Functional Theory was used for the evaluation of the adsorption energies of water molecules on charge-neutral and electron-doped graphene. Calculations were performed with the plane-wave Quantum Espresso code,$^{54}$ using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional $^{55}$ along with ultrasoft pseudopotentials. $^{56}$ The studied systems comprised of periodic (5×5) graphene supercells interacting with a single H$_2$O
molecule each, and separated by 15 Å from their replicas along the direction perpendicular to
the graphene plane. Electronic convergence was obtained with a plane-wave cutoff kinetic
energy of 35 Ry and an augmented charge density cutoff of 280 Ry. The Brillouin zone was
sampled with a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid \(^{57}\) of 4×4×1, while for the definition of the Fermi
level, single-point calculations with a grid of 24×24×1 were performed on the relaxed structures.
The adsorption energy was defined as \(E_{ads} = E_{gr+H_2O} - (E_{gr} + E_{H_2O})\), were \(E_{gr+H_2O}\) and
\(E_{gr}\) were the total energies of the graphene/H\(_2\)O and bare graphene system, respectively, under
the same charge conditions, whereas \(E_{H_2O}\) was the reference energy for a single H\(_2\)O molecule.
In order to properly evaluate the binding between H\(_2\)O and graphene, van der Waals corrections
were considered in the computational model within the DFT-D scheme, \(^{58,59}\) giving rise to
adsorption energy estimates with a very good agreement when compared to higher order
methods. \(^{60}\) In order to simulate the doping conditions of EG on SiC(0001), we performed
calculations by gradually increasing the charge of the system by steps of -0.1e, until reaching
the experimental charge value of epitaxial graphene (\(\sim 1.5\times10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-2}\) achieved at a charge value
of -0.3e for our supercell model).
A similar approach has been used to evaluate the adsorption energy of the TMA molecule on
graphene surface as a function of the Fermi level position of graphene.
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Figure 1 (a) Reflectance map of as-grown EG collected on a 30 μm ×30 μm sample area. The red contrast background is associated to 1L graphene (98.7% of total area) and the yellow elongated patches to 2L graphene (1.3% of total area). (b) AFM morphology and (c) phase map on a 30 μm ×30 μm sample area. The small elongated patches with higher phase contrast correspond to 2L Gr. (d) Histogram of phase values extracted from the phase map: the main peak at lower phases is associated to 1L graphene covered regions and a small shoulder at higher phases the 2L graphene patches. 1L coverage of 99% and 2L coverage of 1% evaluated by integration of the counts under the two peaks. (e) Higher resolution AFM morphology and (f) height line-scan of 1L EG including a 2L patch.
Figure 2 (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of the Al₂O₃ film deposited on 1L EG on SiC. (b) AFM morphology on 20 µm × 20 µm scan area and (c) corresponding histogram of height values, showing uniform and conformal Al₂O₃ coverage on 1L graphene and small depressions on 2L graphene. Higher resolution AFM morphology (d) and height linescan (e) of Al₂O₃ at the boundary region between 1L EG and a 2L patch. A compact Al₂O₃ film with small grains is observed on top of 1L EG, whereas Al₂O₃ with larger grains separated by small depressions (up to 2 nm) is observed on the 2L EG region.
Figure 3. Representative Raman spectra of virgin EG and after the Al₂O₃ deposition
Figure 4. (a) Reflectance (b) AFM morphology and (c) phase map of EG grown by thermal decomposition of a 4°-off SiC(0001) substrate. The evaluated percent coverage of 0L (~10.3%), 1L (~43.4%), 2L (~43%) and 3L (~3.3%) are reported in (a). AFM morphologies at different magnifications ((d) and (e)) of the Al₂O₃ deposited on this EG sample, showing the coexistence of regions covered by a continuous Al₂O₃ film with partially or totally uncovered regions. (f) Height linescan extracted along the line indicated in (e).
**Figure 5.** (a) AFM morphology and representative (b) height linescan of Al$_2$O$_3$ deposited by ALD onto TG on SiC. (c) Histogram of the height values extracted from (a), showing a bimodal distribution with two very distinct peaks, corresponding to the uncovered and Al$_2$O$_3$-covered graphene areas.
Figure 6. Raman spectra of monolayer EG and of TG onto 4H-SiC(0001), after ALD of 15 nm Al₂O₃.
Figure 7. DFT calculation of the adsorption energy of a water molecule on monolayer graphene by changing the Fermi level position with respect to the Dirac point (\(E_F - E_D\)), from 0 (neutral graphene) to 0.45 eV, corresponding to n-type doping of \(\sim 1.5 \times 10^{13}\) cm\(^{-2}\).
Figure 8 (a) Schematic representation of the C-AFM setup for local current mapping through the Al₂O₃ thin film deposited onto EG on axis 4H-SiC(0001). (b) Morphology of the probed sample area, including both uniform Al₂O₃ on 1L EG and Al₂O₃ on a 2L EG patch. (c)-(e) Current maps collected on this area with increasing tip bias with respect to EG, i.e. V_{tip}=3 V (c), 6 V(d) and 9 V(e). (f) Two representative local current-voltage characteristics collected by the C-AFM probe on Al₂O₃ in the 1L and 2L EG regions.